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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
Disruptive design needs exploring in almost real-time the whole design space, and even
the space outside. The same constraint applies when addressing processes supervision
and control, decision-making and in general any DDDAS (Dynamic Data Driven
Application System) present in smart factories and FabLabs where a variety of twins
(virtual, digital and hybrids), robots and augmented reality and intelligence coexists in a
fully connected system (IoT). The key player: a cheap, fast, robust, adaptive and flexible
numerical technique.
Model Order Reduction techniques aim at reducing the computing time without
impacting the solution accuracy. Proper Generalized Decomposition, intensively
considered and nowadays successfully coupled with virtual prototyping tools, allows for
the construction of parametric solutions that integrate advanced artificial intelligence
techniques for accomplishing unimaginable performances.
The present PhD position aims at conceiving new numerical tools for evaluating
complex mechanical systems subjected to millions of loading cycles producing fatigue.
Robust designs need for properly describing multi-scale loadings (where different
characteristic times operates, from the one of the action (seconds) and the one of the
component or system life (years). Then, that time multi-scale description should be
adequately introduced into the modelling framework to anticipate general responses.
Using these modelling different defaults can be synthetically produced for training
neural networks for proceeding with predictive and operational maintenance by
invoking standard or advanced artificial intelligence tools. Finally, gaps between
predictions, assumptions (loading, assembling tolerances, …) and responses, will be
integrated into a data-driven model able to ensure predictability performances.
Thus, systems could be monitored, inspected, controlledin service, all along their life in a
radical new framework, by coupling models and data, all kind of “intelligence”.

Required background of the student:
Engineering Mechanics (Continuum medium)
Numerical Analysis
Finite Element discretization
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